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Four solutions of an ionic liquid ferrofluid (ILFF) using 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EMIM-NTf2) as the carrier liquid were emitted from a
capillary electrospray source and its beam was measured using a time-of-flight mass
spectrometer (TOF-MS) and a downstream stack of Faraday plates. The solutions had 3.04,
5.98, 8.80, and 14.15 wt% iron-oxide nanoparticles making them susceptible to magnetic
fields. A Helmholtz coil was used to impose a magnetic stress onto the electrospray source.
The addition of nanoparticles to neat IL increased viscosity, and decreased conductivity and
surface tension of the fluid. The emission current followed the proportionality I ~ Q K , with
a slope that depended upon both the concentration of nanoparticles and the magnetic field.
The addition of nanoparticles caused an increase in the total emission current from the source
when compared to neat IL running at the same flowrate. Conversely, the addition of a
magnetic stress decreased the total emission current from the source compared to the fieldfree case; the change was larger in solutions with a higher wt% of nanoparticles. The magnetic
stress also decreased the minimum stable flowrate that could be achieved, widening the
operational envelope beyond that of traditional non-magnetic electrospray.
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I. Introduction

A

PPLYING a strong electrostatic stress to the interface of a conductive or dielectric liquid creates an instability in
the surface. If the stress is sufficiently large to balance the counteracting surface tension the liquid forms a conical
protrusion called a Taylor cone; if the electrostatic stress is increased to overcome surface tension it will begin to emit
a jet and fine aerosol spray (Figure 1).1 The process of emitting the liquid in this manner is called electrospraying and
is used in many applications including electrospray ionization for mass spectrometry,2-7 electrospinning,8,9 particle
deposition,10-12 and colloid thrusters.13-16
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Figure 1. A droplet of ionic liquid under an electrostatic stress that (a) is zero or nonzero but less than the
interfacial surface tension, (b) is balanced by the interfacial surface tension forming a Taylor cone, and (c) has
overcome the interfacial surface tension and begun electrospraying.
Empirical findings have shown that the emitted current from an electrospray source is a function of the propellant
flowrate, electrical conductivity, surface tension, and electrical permittivity as described by Eq. 1. 18,19

I  F ( )  KQ / 

(1)
These relationships apply to many sprayable liquids including a class used predominately in colloid thrusters called
ionic liquids (ILs). ILs are room-temperature liquid salts and are desired because they can be comprised of a multitude
of different anion-and-cation combinations which can vary the liquid properties for a given application. 17-19
Beginning in 2013 researchers began using IL ferrofluids (ILFF) as electrospray propellants.20,21 ILFFs are
produced by adding nanometer-scale ferromagnetic particles coated in a surfactant to ILs. The size of the particles,
roughly 30 nm in diameter, allows them to remain in suspension through Brownian motion; the surfactant prohibits
clumping of particles which would cause them to precipitate out of the fluid. The end product is a superparamagnetic
conductive fluid.
Applying a magnetic field to an ILFF that is being electrosprayed changes the behavior of the spray. Specifically,
the additional magnetic surface stress was observed to elongate the fluid in the direction of the field (illustrated in Fig.
2),20-22 and reduce the onset voltage of electrospray.23 A theoretical study on the potential energy of bulk fields (gravity,
surface tension, magnetic and electric) imposed on a pool of magnetic fluid (ferroelectrohydrodynamics) concluded
that the combined fields change the conditions of operation.24
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Figure 2. Ionic liquid ferrofluid at a capillary outlet under (a) interfacial surface tension, (b) interfacial surface
tension and a magnetic field in balance elongating the liquid meniscus, (c) interfacial surface tension, magnetic
field, and electric field in balance at the onset of emission.

Because the combined magneto-electrospray was only recently demonstrated there exists no description of how
the magnetic effects combine with the electric effects to produce spray. Fortunately, due to the prominence of ILs in
capillary electrospray research the relationship between emission current, propellant flow rate, and the electric field
has been well documented using multiple IL propellants in capillary systems.4,5,14,19,25-27 Thus a capillary electrospray
system is an ideal configuration to isolate any new effects imposed by the addition of nanoparticles and applied
magnetic field. This paper presents a first effort to document the effect of magnetic stress on a high-conductivity,
ferrofluid capillary electrospray.

II. Goal of Study
Pressure-fed capillary electrospray sources have been widely studied and their behavior is well
documented.4,5,14,22,28-30 Our approach was to isolate effects due to the colloidal nanoparticles and magnetic stress by
examining a conventional capillary electrospray system operating using varying solutions of nanoparticles in the ILFF
with and without a magnetic field and comparing these cases against well-established baselines. The goals of the
research presented in this paper were to (1) analyze the effect colloidal nanoparticles have on the operational range
(emission current and flowrate) of a capillary electrospray, and (2) analyze the effects of an applied gradient-free
magnetic field on the operational range (emission current and flowrate) of an ILFF capillary electrospray.

III. Background
A. Ferrofluids
The magnetic nanoparticles that form a ferrofluid maintain their stable colloidal nature due to their small size and
the polymer surfactant which coats them. The selection of the surfactant is dependent on the material and surface
structure of the nanoparticles, along with the surfactant’s affinity with the carrier liquid. Many materials have been
used to provide particle stabilization,28-30 but a standard surfactant has both a polar adsorbent which anchors to the
nanoparticle and a non-polar tail which is soluble in the carrier liquid. The dispersant chosen to stabilize the magnetic
particles in the ionic liquid EMIM-NTf2 is a block copolymer 10MAEP-60DMAM, which is comprised of 10
poly(monoacryloxyethyl phosphate) (PMP) blocks, a RAFT end group (CS3C4H9), 60 poly(N,N-dimethylacrylamide)
(PDA) blocks, and a functionalizing group (CH3CHCOOH). The former two parts of the molecule make up the
absorbent anchor, and the latter two are the soluble stabilizers which provide steric stabilization. The process to
synthesize the ILFF is described by Jain et al.28 and King et al.22
B. Ionic Liquid Ferrofluid Electrosprays
Two forms of ILFF electrosprays have been studied – electrospray from a “needle-free” ILFF peak formed by the
Rosensweig instability, and electrospray from a capillary needle with and without an applied magnetic field.31
Electrosprays from the Rosensweig instability have been produced from a single peak, 22,23,32 and an array of five
peaks.20-22 In each of these electrospray studies, dark residue on the extraction electrode revealed evidence of the
magnetic nanoparticles. Madden et al. also observed that the addition of a magnetic field extends the stability range
of flowrates, currents, and voltages for ILFF electrosprays which theoretically enables the production of smaller
droplets.31
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C. Mass Spectrometry of Electrospray Propulsion Systems
Mass spectrometry is a standard method of analyzing the emission of electrospray thrusters to predict their
performance in space propulsion applications.2,5,27,33-35 A mass spectrometer can measure the value of m/q for species
emitted from these thrusters. A quantitative understanding of the m/q of an electrospray thruster is paramount in
designing them for specific missions. It can determine whether it can be used in a high thrust-to-power mission or a
high Isp mission, or instead provides variable m/q to satisfy both types of missions.
An orthogonal extraction TOF mass spectrometer pulses an extraction/acceleration electrode (𝑉𝑖 ) placed
perpendicular to the axis of the electrospray beam to capture a volume of the beam and accelerate it, with a narrow
kinetic energy range, toward a charge-exchange multiplier (CEM). The difference in time of the initial pulse and the
time of the signals gathered by the CEM are used to determine the flight time of the various particles in the volume of
the electrospray beam, under the assumption that all particles have approximately the same kinetic energy once
extracted. The time-of-flight of the particles can be directly related to their mass-to-charge ratios (𝑚/𝑞 ) through the
relationship between the electrical and kinetic energy of the particles, Equation 2.

1 2
mu  qeV
2
Rearranging Equation 2 for mass-to-charge results in

𝑚
𝑞

=

2𝑉
𝑢2

(2)

. Substituting the length of the TOF chamber (𝐿 𝑇𝑂𝐹 )

divided by the time-of-flight (𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ) for the velocity and solving for 𝑚/𝑞, one derives a relationship for the mass-tocharge ratio of the particles based on their flight time through the TOF chamber, Eq. 3.

m
L2
 2 TOF
q t flight 2V

(3)

IV. Experimental Facility and Methods
A. Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometer Facility
The TOF-MS system housed at the AFRL is fully described elsewhere.36, thus the following is a brief description
of the system. The orthogonal reflectron TOF-MS can detect particles in the range of a few amu/e to over 1,000,000
amu/e. The facility is a 1-meter long by 0.254-meter wide by 0.254-meter tall reflectron flight-tube detection chamber
that is situated orthogonal to a 0.5-meter long source chamber. A multichannel plate (MCP) is used as the detector
and is positioned at both ends of the reflectron flight-tube to provide both linear and reflectron TOF measurements.
The apparatus has been described in detail by The source chamber is maintained at a pressure of 10-7 Torr, while the
detection chamber is maintained at approximately 2 x 10-8 Torr. The pressures are achieved using two 250 l/s turbomolecular pumps backed by one 600 l/min dry scroll pump.
When using the TOF-MS to collect mass spectra multiple lenses, grids and deflectors, were attached at the end of
the source (discussed in section IV-E of Terhune et al.37) which are used to maximize the beam intensity entering the
TOF pulsing region. The pulsing region consists of a pair of parallel plates which are parallel to, but offset from, the
beam axis. Each plate has a gridded aperture to allow orthogonal transmission of ion species when the voltages on the
plates are pulsed. Continuing along the original beam axis, a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), used to quantify the
mass flow rate, and a Faraday cup, used to measure the current of the beam, are located after a 6 mm rectangular
aperture at the end of the parallel plates.
In experiments measuring the emission current from the beam, a set of three Faraday plates were attached to the
source, located 28.6, 41.75, and 54.9 mm from the extractor. The two plates located at 28.6 and 41.75 mm from the
extractor had apertures of 12.69 and 19 mm, respectively. Simultaneous measurement of the current from each plate
provides a measure of beam divergence of the electrospray.
B. Capillary Electrospray Source
The capillary electrospray source, shown in Figure3 a., produced the electrospray beams analyzed in the TOF-MS
facility. The source is comprised of (1) an extractor plate which has a 1-mm-diameter aperture, (2) 0.50-m or 0.75-m
long, 75-μm-inner diameter capillary needle, with a wall thickness of ~5 μm at the needle apex, (3) a PTFE block to
both hold and isolate the needle, and (4) set screws to align the needle with the extractor aperture. The IL or ILFF was
fed to the capillary needle by pressurizing a vial of liquid outside the vacuum facility. A set pressure, p0, was
accomplished by opening or closing valves which either fed nitrogen gas into the vial or removed gas from the vial
via a mechanical scroll pump. The liquid was electrically biased via an electrode inserted into the vial. The feed system
is shown in Figure 3 b. The flowrate of the liquid being fed to the capillary source was determined via the bubble
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method, wherein the velocity of a bubble introduced in the feedline was measured for a given vial pressure. The
velocity was then converted to volumetric flowrate using the known dimensions of the capillary tube.
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Figure 3. (a) Capillary electrospray source comprised of (1) extractor plate, (2) capillary needle, (3) PTFE
isolation block, (4) alignment set screws. (b) Schematic of the capillary source pressure feed system.
C. Electrospray Fluids
Five fluids were used throughout the various experiments reported in Section V. They are the neat IL EMIMNTf2, and four solutions of EMIM-NTf2 ferrofluid with varying concentration of magnetic nanoparticles. The
ferrofluids will henceforth be called ILFF-10, ILFF-20, ILFF-30, and ILFF-50 based on the volume percent of a
concentrated parent ILFF that was mixed with neat IL. The parent ILFF contained 26.0 wt% iron oxide nanoparticles
which led to nanoparticle concentrations in the four solutions of 3.04, 5.98, 8.80, 14.15 wt% for ILFF-10, ILFF-20,
ILFF-30, and ILFF-50, respectively. The volumes of neat IL and ILFF, and nanoparticle concentrations that
comprised each ILFF solution are tabulated in Table 1.
Table 1. Diluted ILFF Solutions used in the TOF-MS experiments.
Volume
Total
Nanoparticle
ILFF
Volume
neat IL
Volume
Concentration
Dilution
ILFF (mL)
(mL)
(mL)
(% wt/wt)

Density
(g/ml)

Neat IL

NA

NA

NA

0.00

1.523

ILFF-10

0.18

0.02

0.2

3.04

1.55

ILFF-20

0.16

0.04

0.2

5.98

1.58

ILFF-30

0.14

0.06

0.2

8.80

1.61

ILFF-50

0.10

0.10

0.2

14.15

1.64

Parent ILFF

NA

NA

NA

26.00

1.815

D. Magnetic Field
A Helmholtz coil provided a variable magnetic field that could be applied to the source for several minutes at a
time. The solenoid design was chosen to provide a gradient free field thus removing the effect of a Kelvin force,
Equation 4, at the emission site.
Kelvin force density  0 M H
(4)
The Helmholtz coil consist of two 19-cm-diameter, 500-wrap coils separated by a distance of 10 cm. The coils required
cooling to prevent the radiative heat from affecting the operation of the electrospray source; two methods were used:
a water-cooled jacket lining the center wall of the coils, and forced air convection using a box fan. The Helmholtz coil
assembly was concentrically aligned over the exterior of the source vacuum envelope using set screws. Figure 4 shows
the Helmholtz coil assembly attached to the source flange of the TOF chamber.
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Figure 4. Helmholtz coil assembly attached to the source flange of the TOF-MS facility. The Helmholtz coil was
capable of producing 200 Gauss at 5 Amps.
E. Experimental Methods
We conducted two experiments and one control in this research: (Exp-1) emission and extractor current
measurement of a capillary source operating on three ILFF solutions, ILFF-10, ILFF-20, ILFF-30, with and without
an applied magnetic field. (Exp-2) minimum flowrate determination of the capillary source using three ILFF solutions,
ILFF-10, ILFF-30, and ILFF-50, with and without an applied magnetic field, (Exp-C) control experiments measuring
the emission current and minimum flowrate of a neat IL electrospray with and without an applied magnetic field.
The feed system configuration of the electrospray source used in the three experiments differed, specifically
between the two parts of Exp-C. The feed system configuration used in part 1 had a total capillary length of 0.73 m,
and a 3-way inline capillary valve. For Exp-1, Exp-2 and part 2 of Exp-C, a modified feed system configuration was
used which reduced the overall capillary length to 0.50 m and eliminated the inline valve to prevent any potential
clogging issues when running the ILFF.
In Exp-1 the source was inserted into the TOF-MS facility and operated on the ILFF-10 solution at 0.52, 0.78, 1.04
nl/s with the liquid reservoir biased to 900 V and the extractor plate biased to -900 or -950 V to establish a working
electrospray. Emission current and extractor currents were recorded for each flowrate. The process was repeated for
the capillary source running on ILFF-20 and ILFF-30 solutions at the respective flowrates and extraction voltages
(liquid reservoir always biased to 900V) for each solution, listed in Table 2. A 200-Gauss magnetic field was applied
to the source, while maintaining the same flowrate and extraction voltage used when no magnetic field was applied,
and the emission and extractor currents were recorded for each flowrate.
In Exp-2 the source was inserted into the TOF-MS facility and operated at the lowest flowrate for ILFF-10
completed in Exp-1 (see Table 2) with the liquid reservoir biased to 900 V and the extractor plate biased to -700 V.
Once the electrospray emission stabilized the vial pressure was decreased at a rate of approximately 0.5 Torr-persecond until the emission became erratic or extinguished. Mass spectra of the electrospray operating at the established
minimum flowrate were then collected. A 200-Gauss magnetic field was applied to the electrospray and the same
procedure was followed to establish the minimum flowrate. Once established a mass spectra scan of the electrospray
was collected. This procedure was repeated for ILFF-30 and ILFF-50 solutions.
Further minimum flowrate measurements in Exp-2 were completed following a rebuild of the capillary source.
Determining the minimum flowrate followed the same procedure to produce electrospray. However, only the telemetry
of the pressure, emission current, extractor current, and the current collected from the three Faraday plates (which
were input into a DAQ system) were recorded; using the Faraday plate stack made it inherently impossible to collect
mass spectra. Furthermore, at least three different potentials between -1500 V to -2000 V were used as the extraction
voltage, the lower bound was set as the closest 100V step above emission shutoff.
For part 1 of Exp-C the source was operated at five vial pressures while the magnetic field strength was ramped
from zero Gauss to 200 Gauss and back to zero Gauss in approximately 30 seconds. The emission current and magnetic
field strength were recorded using a DAQ system. We did not determine the flowrates for these tests using the bubble
method, however, we estimated them to be 0.27, 0.41, 0.54, 0.68, 0.82, 1.09 nl/s for 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, and 200
Torr, respectively, using the Poiseuille-Hagen flow equation.
For part 2 of Exp-C the electrospray source operated at three flowrates: 0.63, 0.95, and 1.26 nl/s using the
modified source configuration (to provide direct comparison to ILFF Exp-1), while measuring the emission current
6
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and extractor current. Once the electrospray was established the vial pressure was decreased at a rate of approximately
0.5 Torr-per-second until the emission became erratic or extinguished. Mass spectra of the electrospray operating at
the established minimum flowrate were then collected. A 200-Gauss magnetic field was applied to the electrospray
and the same procedure was followed to establish the minimum flowrate.

V. Results
A. Electrospray Source Operating
Characteristics
Part 1 of Exp-C showed that the applied
magnetic field had no significant effect on
the emission current of a neat IL
electrospray (Figure 5.). The emission
current varied from -283 nA for 0.27 nl/s
up to -457 nA for 1.09 nl/s and was constant
for each flowrate while subjected to the
magnetic field. Results from Exp-C, part 2
were the emission and extractor plate
currents, and extraction voltages of neat IL
electrospray emission in zero magnetic
field, shown in Table 2. The results are
compared to the results of the emission and
extractor plate currents of ILFF solutions
electrosprays in section VI. A magnetic
field was not applied in part 2, therefore
Figure 5. Emission current plotted against magnetic field strength
emission and extractor currents were not
curves of a neat IL electrospray operating at five vial pressures
measured for the neat IL subjected to the
(flowrates) of neat IL. Extraction voltage was -1750 V.
200-Gauss magnetic field; part 1 proved
that the magnetic field had no effect on the emission and alleviated the necessity to duplicate the measurement.
Operating the capillary source using the ferrofluids, with and without the applied magnetic field, resulted in several
changes in the spray when compared to the neat IL. First and foremost, the addition of the nanoparticles changed the
IL fluid properties of viscosity, surface tension and electrical conductivity, which, consequently, changed the
magnitude of the emission current, extractor current, and downstream current measured on the Faraday plates.
Throughout the testing the emission current and extractor currents were recorded. They are tabulated in Table 2.
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Table 2. Average emission and extractor plate currents measured from the electrospray source operating on
the neat IL and three solutions of ILFF, with and without an applied magnetic field. The extraction voltage is
also provided. The neat IL electrospray was not subjected to a magnetic field in the modified source
configuration.
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Vial
Extraction
Emission
Extractor Plate
Emission
Extractor Plate
ILFF
Flowrate
Pressure
Voltage
Current (nA)
Current (nA)
Current (nA)
Current (nA)
Solution
(nl/s)
(Torr)
(V)
0 Gauss
200 Gauss
100
0.63
-472.5
61.22
N/Meas.
N/Meas.
-1800 V
Neat IL
150
0.95
-562.50
116.11
N/Meas.
N/Meas.
-1800 V
200
1.26
-630.00
337.78
N/Meas.
N/Meas.
-1800 V
100
0.52
-455.50
195.53
-433.93
200.48
-1800 V
ILFF-10
150
0.78
-550.31
277.91
-539.72
268.34
-1850 V
200
1.04
-666.13
395.83
-667.50
395.25
-1850 V
100
0.47
-504.14
202.40
-462.66
201.88
-1750 V
ILFF-20
150
0.71
-608.91
335.31
-590.63
350.97
-1850 V
200
0.94
-771.25
490.83
-719.38
462.10
-1850 V
150
0.54
-727.73
298.99
-660.09
264.68
-1700 V
ILFF-30
200
0.72
-822.66
378.55
-735.47
319.57
-1700 V
250
0.9
-1074.23
736.12
-947.813
665.00
-1750 V
B. Minimum Flowrate
Results from the minimum flowrate experiment are tabulated in Table 3. Minimum flowrates for stable
electrospray operation were determined for four fluids, neat IL, and ILFF-10, ILFF-30 and ILFF-50 solutions at
multiple extraction voltages. The minimum flowrates for an electrospray running on the four fluids while being
subjected to a 200-Gauss magnetic field were determined for the same extraction voltages and are also in Table 3. The
needle clogged during testing, and the source was rebuilt; the needle-to-extractor distance changed as a result of the
re-build which required an adjustment in extraction voltage to maintain a stable electrospray.
Table 3. Minimum flowrates for stable electrospray operation using four fluids under the two
cases of zero applied magnetic field and a 200-Gauss applied magnetic field. The extraction
voltage required for operation is also included.
Minimum Flowrate (nl/s)
Original Source
Extraction
Fluid
Voltage (V)
0 Gauss
200 Gauss
Rebuilt Source
Neat IL
0.19
0.19
-1500
ILFF-10
0.31
0.26
-1500
ILFF-10
0.231
0.225
-1500
ILFF-10
0.237
0.239
-1600
ILFF-10
0.238
0.250
-1700
ILFF-10
0.274
0.270
-1800
ILFF-30
0.52
0.41
-1500
ILFF-30
0.308
0.312
-1600
ILFF-30
0.428
0.378
-1700
ILFF-30
0.506
0.405
-1800
ILFF-50
0.4
0.26
-1600
ILFF-50
0.398
0.322
-1800
ILFF-50
0.403
0.308
-1900
ILFF-50
0.387
0.288
-2000
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Mass spectra were also collected for electrosprays running at the minimum flowrates of the original source, as
specified in Table 3. The process of collecting and integrating the mass spectra for each flowrate is described by
Terhune et al.37 The integrated spectra of the neat IL electrospray operating at the minimum flowrate, with and without
an applied magnetic field, is show in Figure 5, while the integrated spectra for ILFF-10 and ILFF-30, with and without
an applied magnetic field are provided in Figure 6. In both Figure 5 and 6, the lower range of masses are shown in the
main plot. The spectra of both flowrates have been normalized such that the n = 0 peak equals an arbitrary intensity
of 1e5, spectrum obtained with the 200-Gauss magnetic field shifted on the m/q axis by 20 amu/e. The inset plot shows
the larger m/q range illustrating the larger mass distributions of the electrospray beam. Cations species within the
spectra are denoted as n = 0, n = 1, and n = 2 for EMIM+, [EMIM-NTf2] EMIM+, and [EMIM-NTf2]2 EMIM+,
respectively.

n=1

n=0
n=2

Figure 6. Mass spectra neat IL emitted from the capillary source at its minimum flowrate under zero and 200Gauss applied magnetic fields. The spectra in the low-mass plot (0-1500 amu/e) have been incrementally shifted
by 20 amu/e to ease comparison.
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a)

n=1

n=0
n=2

b)

n=0

n=1

Figure 7. (a) Mass spectra of ILFF-10 solution emitted from the capillary source at its minimum flowrate under
zero and 200-Gauss applied magnetic fields. (b) Mass spectra of ILFF-30 solution emitted from the capillary
source at its minimum flowrate under zero and 200-Gauss applied magnetic fields. The spectra in the low-mass
plot (0-1500 amu/e) have been incrementally shifted by 20 amu/e to ease comparison.
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VI. Discussion
A. Effects of Nanoparticle Concentration
The nanoparticles have a measurable effect on the operational range of electrospray emission, as illustrated by
Table 3. The extraction voltages required for stable electrospray needed to be increased up to 500 V between the neat
IL and ILFF-10, and the ILFF-30 and ILFF-50 solutions. Furthermore, the minimum stable flowrate of the ILFF-10,
ILFF-30 and ILFF-50 solutions significantly increased compared to the minimum flowrate of the neat IL. The increase
in minimum flowrate was not linearly propotional to the concentration of nanoparticles in the neat IL; however, the
two solutions with larger wt% of nanoparticles had significantly higher minimum flowrates than the neat IL of ILFF10 suggesting a correlation to nanoparticle concentration.
The nanoparticles also changed the viscosity of the fluid. The viscosity of the parent ILFF was previously reported
to have similar viscosities as the neat IL.38 However, measured values for the vial pressure required to produce the
same volumetric flowrate using different ILFF solutions, shown in Table 2, suggests that this is not correct. Fluid
viscosity can be calculated from the Hagen- Poiseuille equation given a known flow rate, supply pressure, and feedtube geometry as shown Equation 4.



P rc 4
8 LcQ

(4)

Figure 8 shows the values of viscosity
for each ILFF solution determined using
Eq. 4; also plotted is the published
viscosity of neat EMIM-NTf2.39 The
addition of 14 wt% of nanoparticles
approximately triples the viscosity of the
neat IL, which may affect electrospray
emission of the ILFF solution even when
operating at the same flowrate.
The nanoparticles also had a significant
effect on the emission current from the
source. The emission current from a
capillary electrospray source has been well
Figure 8. Viscosity of ILFF solutions based on the weight percent of established to depend upon surface tension,
nanoparticles in each solution. The published viscosity of neat 
, conductivity, K , and flowrate, Q
EMIM-NTf2 is also plotted and used as the zero of the linear fit.
according to Eq. 1.1,40-44 The emission
currents for neat IL electrospray reported in Table 2 are comparable with other published emission current of neat
EMIM-NTf2 electrosprays operating at similar flowrates; e.g. Gamero-Castaño reported absolute emission currents
of 420, 490, and 573 nA for EMIM-NTf2 capillary electrosprays running at 0.52, 0.75 and 1.1 nl/s. 45 Emitted current
from capillary sources operating on other ionic liquids that have different liquid and electrical properties also follow
Eq. 1; e.g. Miller et al. reported absolute emission currents of a 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide (BMIMDCA) capillary electrospray at 589, 772, and 1032 nA for flowrates 0.46, 0.82, 1.29 nl/s.7 The increase in BMIMDCA emission current compared to EMIM-NTf2 at similar flowrates is the result of the increase in conductivity, from
0.92 to 1.052 S/m, surface tension, from 35.7 mN/m to 48.6 mN/m, and a decrease in electrical permittivity, from 12.3
to 11.3. The ILFF solutions used in Exp-1 and Exp-2 also have different fluid and electrical properties than its neat IL
carrier fluid. These changes in properties are expected to affect the emission current relative to the carrier neat IL in
accordance with Eq. 1.
The parent ILFF used to create the ILFF solutions has a conductivity of 0.57 S/m and surface tension of 32.39
mN/m, compared to 0.91 S/m and 36.28 mN/m, respectively, for the neat IL (permittivity was not measured). The
properties of the diluted ILFF solutions were not measured, but it is reasonable to expect them to be a linear
interpolation between that of the parent ILFF and the neat IL, as shown in Figure 9. Assuming linear properties for
the ILFF solutions, a worthwhile comparison between the four electrosprays measured in this work (neat IL, ILFF-
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10, ILFF-20, and ILFF-30) is the emission
current proportionality I ~  KQ . The
proportionality constant is the permittivity
dependent de la Mora constant of Eq. 141
divided by the square-root of permittivity,
F   /  1/ 2 . This relationship is plotted for
neat IL, ILFF-10, ILFF-20, and ILFF-30
electrosprays operating without a magnetic
field, and ILFF-10, ILFF-20, and ILFF-30
electrosprays operating with a 200-Gauss
magnetic field in Figure 10. Emission
currents from a neat IL electrospray with
magnetic field were not measured for this
source configuration, however, Figure 5
shows that the magnetic field has no
Figure 9. Measured surface tension and conductivity of neat IL and influence on neat IL spray. As the
parent ILFF (black), and interpolated surface tension (blue) and concentration of nanoparticles increases so
conductivity (red) of IL as a function of wt% nanoparticles added to
also does the slope of the I vs.  KQ line.
the neat liquid.
This suggests that either the permittivity of
the neat IL has changed based on the
amount of nanoparticles added to the liquid
and/or some other mechanism of colloid
electrosprays exists that affects the
electrospray emission dynamics.
For a given concentration of
nanoparticles, the slope of the I vs.  KQ
lines appear approximately the same for
both zero and 200-G magnetic field,
although the lines are shifted to lower
values of current when the field is applied.
This effect becomes more pronounced as
the concentration of nanoparticles is
increased.
The permittivity of other
magnetic fluids has been shown to vary
Figure 10. Measured emission current magnitude for electrosprays depending on the magnetic field.46
using neat IL and the three lower wt% ILFF solutions with zero However, this effect has only been
magnetic field plotted against  KQ . Also shown are measured observed
with
micrometer-sized
emission current magnitudes for electrosprays using the three lower nanoparticles that form linear chains. The
wt% ILFF solutions with a 200-Gauss magnetic field. Linear fits for nanometer-scale particles used in our fluid
each electrospray with (hashed) and without magnetic field (solid) are approximately spherical and are known
to remain independent (no chains) even
follow I ~  KQ .
under application of a magnetic field.
Evidence that the nanoparticles affect the emission dynamics is reported in Terhune et al. where the ratio of light
ions to large mass distributions emitted from a capillary electrospray source using the ILFF-10, ILFF-20, and ILFF30 solutions increased with the addition of nanoparticles.37 Due to the large difference in charge-to-mass between ion
species and droplets, even a small shift in the fraction of the electrospray beam that is ions results in a large jump in
emission current.
The influence that the nanoparticles have on the emitted species and/or jet dynamics may come from the size of
the nanoparticles. The monodisperse particles have a diameter of 30 nm, whereas highly conductive electrosprays like
those used in Exp-1, Exp-2 and Exp-3, have jet diameters of 26 to 49 nm for the range of flowrates used in these
experiments.45 Furthermore, as discussed by Terhune et al.37 the estimated droplet diameter of neat IL with a charge
of 40-percent the droplet’s Rayleigh limit is on the order of 20 nm. Consequently, the nanoparticles must certainly
influence the cone-jet formation and breakup. Specifically, Table 2 shows that ILFF-30 had a 90-percent increase in
emission current when compared to the neat IL when both operating at approximately 0.90 nl/s. Given that the flowrate
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is fixed the only conclusion is that the nanoparticles inhibited jet production, or invoked another phenomenon not
known, that reduced the creation of larger masses and instead enabled the emission of a larger fraction of lighter
particles, i.e. smaller m/q.
B. Effects of Magnetic Stress
The magnetic field affected the measured emission current of the electrospray as shown in both Table 2 and Figure
10. The effect of a 200-Gauss magnetic field acting on the electrospray, quantified as a percentage change in the
emission current of the zero-magnetic-field electrospray, is shown in Figure 11. The effect is more significant for
higher concentrations of nanoparticles; e.g. the emission current from an electrospray with 3.04 wt% nanoparticles
was reduced by 0 to 4 percent of the zero-magnetic-field magnitude when a 200-Gauss magnetic field was applied,
whereas the emission current from the electrospray with 8.80 wt% nanoparticles saw a greater reduction of 9 to 12
percent of the zero-magnetic-field
magnitude.
Also apparent throughout testing was
the fluctuation in the emission current
while the magnetic field was applied. This
was accentuated with the increase in the
nanoparticles in the neat IL. These
fluctuations significantly affected the spray
when the concentration of nanoparticles
was above 30 wt%, i.e. ILFF-40 and ILFF50. Specifically, the emission current of the
electrospray during application of the
magnetic field began to fluctuate by more
than 10% and the fluctuations persisted for
several minutes after removal of the field.
Correlation between the variability in
Figure 11. Percentage change in the emission current from a that of the
emission
current
from
the
an electrospray in zero-magnetic-field plotted against the flowrate electrosprays and the application of the
for electrosprays running ILFF-10, ILFF-20 and ILFF-30 solutions. magnetic field may be the product of the
Change caused by the application of a 200-Gauss magnetic field.
magnetic stress interacting with the
emission site geometry. Perturbations, such as Taylor cones, on the surface of magnetic liquid are known to increase
the gradient of the magnetic field ( B ).22,30,47,48 This would lead to a higher magnetic field at the apex of the emitter
and may change the mobility dynamics of the nanoparticles to, and/or the formation of the Taylor cone at the emission
site. However, this mechanism is not fully understood, and whether it has significant effect on electrospray emission
is uncertain, thus motivation exists for further investigation on the relative change in emission current while
magnetically stressed.
The magnetic field also had a
significant effect on the minimum stable
flowrate of electrosprays running on the
ILFF solutions. The results in Table 3 show
that with only a small addition of
ferromagnetic nanoparticles, 8.8 wt%, it is
possible to reduce the minimum flowrate
for stable emission by applying a magnetic
field.; the reduction was 15-percent of the
minimum flowrate of the same
electrospray operating with zero magnetic
field. Furthermore, the results show a
correlation between the nanoparticle
concentration and the reduction in the
minimum flowrate caused by a magnetic
stress, with a 43 ± 6-percent reduction
Figure 12. Percent change in the minimum flowrate from a zero- using ILFF-50 solution (14.15 wt%
magnetic-field case for ILFF-10, ILFF-30, and ILFF-50 solution. nanoparticles) at an extraction voltage of Caused by the application of a 200-Gauss magnetic field.
1800 V (Figure 8) compared to the same
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solution operating in a zero magnetic field. By reducing the flowrate of the electrospray, the emitted species are also
effected, as seen in Figure 6. The ratio of n = 1 to n = 0 is reduced by 33- to 50-percent depending on the solution,
which is significant even with a 20-percent uncertainty in intensity axis (see section VI A. in Terhune et al.37 for
description regarding spectra comparison and repeatability). This is interpreted as a shift in the average m/q from
heavier to lighter mass species. As this relates to propulsion, this states that the application of a magnetic field would
provide higher specific impulse for a given fluid. Note that, as observed in Figure 5, the field had no significant effect
on the neat IL minimum flowrate.
Madden et al. observed similar effects in their work with low-conductivity ferrofluids.31 In their work two sulfolane
ferrofluid solutions were used, one with 15% (v/v) ethyl ammonium nitrate (EAN), and the other with 0.1% (v/v)
EAN. With the application of a 300-Gauss magnetic field they saw a significant expansion of the operational range of
the electrospray. Specifically, a 40-percent and 30-percent drop in minimum flowrate for the 15% EAN and 0.1%
EAN solutions, respectively. Furthermore, the minimum voltage at which a Taylor cone formed was reduced by 23percent and 24-percent for the 15% EAN and 0.1% EAN solutions, respectively.

Conclusion
The emission current and minimum flowrate was measured for a capillary electrospray source operating on a neat
IL propellant and four solutions of an ILFF propellant. Furthermore, the beam emitted from the capillary source
operating at the minimum flowrate was measured using a TOF mass spectrometer. The parent ILFF was comprised of
26.0 wt% iron oxide nanoparticles, 4.6 wt% copolymer, and 69.4 wt% EMIM-NTf2. The solutions of ILFF were
produced by adding 10, 20, 30 and 50 % (v/v) to the neat IL which resulted in nanoparticle concentrations of 3.04,
5.98, 8.80, and 14.15 wt%, respectively. The emission current and minimum flowrate was measured for the same
capillary source, running on the same five propellants, while subjected to a 200-Gauss magnetic field concentrically
aligned with the capillary needle; the resulting beam while operating at the minimum flowrate was also measured
using a TOF mass spectrometer. The magnetic field was produced using a Helmholtz coil to create a gradient-free
field within its the hollow core. The resulting mass spectra were shown to be dependent on two new variables, the
nanoparticle concentration and the applied magnetic field.
The emission current of the electrospray correlated to the concentration of nanoparticles, with the emission current
significantly increasing (compared to the emission current of the neat IL operating at the same conditions) when the
amount of nanoparticles within the electrosprayed propellant was increased. The emission current follows the trend
of I ~  KQ , albeit with a slope that depends upon the nanoparticle concentration. This suggest that the permittivity
of the ILFF solutions is different from the neat IL. Furthermore, the nanoparticle concentration increases the viscosity
of the neat IL, which could also affect the emission dynamics of the spray.
The emission current also had a correlation with the magnetic field; an application of 200 Gauss to an operating
electrospray decreased the emission current by 10 to 12 percent for an ILFF solution with 8.80 wt% nanoparticles
(compared to the emission current of the neat IL operating at the same conditions). Extended operation of the two
ILFF solutions with higher than 8.80 wt% resulted in fluctuations of the emission current that remain for several
minutes after the removal of the field.
The minimum flowrate for stable operation of the electrospray operating on the ILFF solutions was reduced
through the application of the 200-Gauss magnetic field. The percentage of flowrate reduction was dependent on the
amount of nanoparticles in the solution with a maximum of 43 percent reduction compared to the zero-magnetic-fieldminimum flowrate, when using a solution with 14.15 wt% nanoparticles. The reduction of the minimum flowrate
aligns with studies on low-conductivity Sulfolane ferrofluids,31 and should be further investigated to realize the
interaction mechanism between the magnetic field and the high-conductivity ferrofluids.
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